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As telecommunications in the world grow exponentially in importance for

businesses, the sizes of networks grow, generating increasingly monitored

statistics. To handle this data, efficient systems are required to store and

manipulate it. This thesis investigates efficient methods to compute, store, and

operate the current and historical aggregates, derived from network management

data. The networks of interest are those with star architecture.

This thesis proposes a methodology to process the incoming data from the

network elements, store it in a database, and then use efficient techniques to

perform the aggregation through the various dimensions, namely by attributes,

network containment, and time. This procedure generates data with different

levels of granularity, which is suitable for the use of modern on-line analysis
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processing techniques, e.g., drill-downs and scale-ups, and for gradual bottom-

up data trimming without losing information, although coarsening it.

This thesis demonstrates that modern databases may be tuned and deployed

for the purposes of computing and storing network aggregates.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since networks now encompass the world, and their proliferation is bound to

increase in the near future, new tools to operate and administer them will be

needed. The quantity of statistical data generated is overwhelming operators,

network managers, network planners, and even the computers systems storing

statistics. The disk space required to store statistical data related to a short

period of a medium size network grows easily to the level of gigabytes and

terabytes. Therefore, new forms of processing and storage of network statistics

need to be developed to help the analysis, storage, and use of this data, not only

for the reactive network performance management but also to support the

proactive network planning.

1.1 The Systems Engineering Process

The study of the problem and its analysis follows the systems engineering

core technical process approach, introduced by David W. Oliver, et al. in the

book Engineering Complex Systems with Models and Objects. The core

technical process is part of a higher level model, which includes the systems

engineering process that covers all the issues of a typical systems development

life cycle. The core technical process is presented in Figure 1.1. Each box in the

system’s engineering core technical process is further detailed and refined, but

for a small team, and a short-term project such as this one, the level of detail
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represented by the diagram, Figure 1.1, is enough, and does not require further

refinements. This element  constitutes part of the beauty of the methodology,

because it can be applied to short-term and long-term, small or big projects. The

approach was especially useful to organize the earlier phases of the research

and development. During these phases, the current system was assessed, the

requirements were defined, the structure and behavior models were created, the

trade-off analysis was performed, and a build-and-test plan was developed.

Figure 1.1 – From Oliver et al Engineering Complex Systems with Models
and Objects – FFBD of the systems engineering core technical process

The following is a description of the six steps of the core technical process:

1. It evaluates available information, and missing information is gathered.

2. It defines a small subset of the requirements that will measure the success

or failure of the system. These requirements are the most important of the

system and the criteria for optimization.

3. It defines the desired behavior of the executable model.

4. It defines the alternative structure models with its components from which

the system will be built.
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5. It performs the trade-off analysis and designates which alternative design

or architecture is best, based on the requirements and feasibility of the

solution. The best design is selected, based on effectiveness measured

values. This activity is part of the optimization process, when looking for a

feasible design Steps 1 to 5 are re-iterated; the requirements re-

evaluated, and sometimes relaxed so that a feasible solution can be

found. In situations where no feasible solution is found, after successive

re-iterations, the project may be terminated for reasons of budget restraint,

schedule overruns, or lack of candidate solutions.

6. It creates a plan to refine existing deemed-feasible solutions when they

are found, providing an implementation plan for the selected design. The

plan covers availability of resources, development of schedules, product

versions, and product validation, etc.

Steps 2, 3, and 4 of this process are concurrent, evolving with the results of

one affecting the other.

1.2 Research Goals and Proposed Aging Schema

In this study, efficient methods for computing, storing, and manipulating

current and historical aggregates, derived from network management data, are

investigated. The feasibility of using commercially available database software is

evaluated along with its newest tools to perform these tasks.

An aging schema is proposed to keep historical data with finer granularity for

recent data and coarser for older data. The nature of the network aggregates

granularity also changes from the bottom of the network structure to the top,
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becoming coarser and coarser. Holding statistics for the lifetime of a network will

be possible without requiring storage of great quantities of data. Stored historical

data will be ready and helpful in managing, forecasting, and planning the current

and future network resources requirements and deployment. The work, besides

supporting the needs of two areas of the ISO network management model, fault

management, and performance management, by providing data with varied

granularity that is ready to be used and easily retrieved, takes a big step into

supporting network planning. For example, by comparing current traffic levels

with historical data, network operators and managers can easily determine

whether the traffic is normal or potentially faulty. The same information can be

used by network managers and planners to draw traffic trend lines, which will

indicate when specific resources capacity will be exhausted, and require

upgrading. Still, on network planning and deployment, it helps in determining

whether new traffic or new services can be absorbed by the current network

infrastructure. For sure, this information helps in making the right decisions to

achieve the best results.

1.3 Aggregates Dimensions and the Aggregation System

This project involves three dimensions of network management data,

attributes dimension, network containment dimension (session, port, etc.), and

the time dimension. Figure 1.2 depicts the network aggregates dimensions.

Aggregates of network elements are values computed from session statistics

collected from the network, through structured query language (SQL) functions

sum, average, etc.. After computed, the aggregates are associated with each
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network element, according to the network configuration structure. For example,

by summing all the errors of all sessions, which use a specific port, a port

aggregate is computed, and it gives the number of errors of that specific port.

This type of aggregation is called aggregation by network containment or

containment aggregation. The other type of aggregation that is covered here is

temporal aggregation, which takes statistics collected by the minute and sums or

averages them by the day, month, or year. The operation of taking by the minute

or hourly attributes and aggregating them by day, week, or other coarser unit of

time is called temporal aggregation or a scale-up.

Figure 1.2 – Network aggregates dimensions

Computed aggregates are stored into the database and associated with the

network elements to which they are related. Each network element has twenty
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different aggregates per snapshot. A snapshot is a collection of network statistics

related to a specific period. Each snapshot has an id, which is an integer with the

date in seconds of the moment when the generation of the session statistics for

the snapshot started. This choice aims to identify the snapshot with a meaningful

number.

The developed system simulates incoming network management data, loads

it into the database, and performs the aggregation by the network containment

dimension, covering eleven levels of aggregation. A set of iterative running

queries to simulate users query load also has been developed. The query set

comprehends simple queries run against any table of aggregates and complex

queries performing drill-downs. Temporal aggregation was also tested using

views with Oracle8 time series cartridges functions, and using only standard

queries features to compare the performance of both. The performance of

temporal aggregation is not as critical, since it is expected to run once a day,

weekly, monthly, and yearly, not every fifteen minutes as the aggregation by

network containment.

The system developed for the loading and aggregation of session statistics by

network element, network, inroute, and outroute will be referred to in this thesis

by the name of NADS (Network Aggregates Database System) or alternatively

NATS (Network Aggregates Time Series).
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1.4 Organization of Thesis Contents

The remainder of this thesis will provide details of the aforementioned work

and is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, the architecture of the network used as

the basis for this research is described along with the network management data

collection model, as well as an abstraction of the current system model. The

network of interest is a star satellite network. Chapter 3 introduces the systems

engineering analysis of the problem and the derived system requirements. In

Chapter 4, the architecture of the proposed solutions to process, load, and

perform the network statistics aggregation is described. The behavior diagrams

of the proposed solution are presented here, also. Chapter 5 describes in detail

the process of generation and loading simulated network management data into

the database. In Chapter 6, the aggregation process is described in detail; it is

based on eager computation of aggregates using views materialization. Views

and views materialization concepts are also explained in this chapter. Chapter 7

describes the development and testing environment, the typical query process,

and the set of on-line analysis processing queries used to simulate users load

and test query performance. In Chapter 8, performance issues are addressed,

and test results are discussed. Results of tests of loading and aggregation of

1,300 sessions per snapshot running together with queries simulating network

operators’ load are presented. The results of three basic configurations are

compared, showing the one with better performance. Then this project shows the

test results to determine the capacity limits in megabytes and the number of

sessions per hour and the alternative’s best performer, which demonstrates the
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proposed solution. These tests will also show the scalability of the three basic

alternatives. In Chapter 9, the advantages of using an eager aggregates

computation approach versus a lazy aggregates computation is analyzed. The

paper also explains what eager and lazy aggregates computation means. Finally,

Chapter 10 presents conclusions about the results of the developed research

work.
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Chapter 2

Network Management Data Collection and Processing

This research is based on a satellite network with a star topology. Figure 2.1

presents an abstraction on the macro level of the network management data

generation, collection, and processing. The network contains elements that

compute statistics, which are sent to the network management software and

stored in a memory queue. Then, the statistics are transferred to a system that

processes them, computing aggregates and storing them in a database.

Figure 2.1 – Network statistics generation and processing

2.1 The Network Model

Figure 2.2 illustrates the conceptual network structure model of the network of

interest. The network contains local and remote elements. The local network

elements are data processing clusters (DPC), which contain LAN interface

modules (LIM), which then contain ports. The remote side contains remotes,
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each of which contains remote data processing clusters (RDPC), which contain

remote ports. The sessions are established between local and remote ports.

The data is exchanged between remote sites through a satellite link to the

central hub of each network. The communication from the hub to the remote

travels through an outroute, and on the other way (from the remote to the hub),

through an inroute. There is only one outroute per network and many inroutes.

The outroutes use a much larger bandwidth than the inroutes. Typically an

outroute transmits data at a rate of 512 Kbps (kilo bits per second), while an

inroute (from a remote to the hub), transmits data at 128 Kbps.

Figure 2.2 – Network conceptual structure

Messages broadcasted by the hub are received by all remotes, but

acknowledged and processed only by those with the targeted destination

addresses being discarded by the others.
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All the network statistics generated and collected on this type of network are

related to sessions. From them, the statistics related to the other network

elements are derived.

2.2 The Current System

Currently, there is a system running, collecting, and processing statistics on

an hourly basis. This research was developed to allow a more frequent collection

and database loading of statistics, besides computing the aggregates by eleven

network levels and storing them on the same database. In Figure 2.3, the

diagram shows the current statistics collection and processing system.

Figure 2.3 – Network conceptual structure
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In the diagram of the current system, the marked areas that the research

simulates and the areas wherein the research is focused may be found. Figure

2.4 presents a macro level structure of the current system modules, and Figure

2.5 provides more details about the functions of the process session statistics

module.

Figure 2.4 – Current aggregation system modules

The current system creates a dictionary of the network objects through the

“Create Network Dictionary” module, then the system creates the database

objects using the “Create Database Objects” module. In addition, after this

phase, it processes the statistics and associates them with each network

element. The “Process Network Statistics” module first obtains initial values

through the “Get First Response Time” module, and from that moment on, it

computes the session’s statistics, using data from two consecutive snapshots. It

is this way because the received counters from the network elements are

accumulators, and the statistics related to the most recent snapshot are obtained

by subtracting the current accumulated values from the previous ones. A more
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detailed description of this module comes later. After computing the current

snapshot statistics, the “Process Session Statistics” module, computes statistics

related to the time spent processing the network statistics through the “Compute

Time to Process Statistics” function. Other than that, it contains various functions

that are depicted in Figure 2.5. The main function is called

“Stats_processSession,” and it processes session statistics response messages

by sending out a statistics processing request message to the “Poller,” which

stacks the incoming network messages in a queue and then processes the

statistics inside it.

Figure 2.5 – Structure of functions to process statistics

The “Stats_processSession” function processes statistics of every single

session. The values of each response message are placed in each session

statistics dictionary list before starting the aggregation with those values.
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The “Stats_calculateAggValues” function computes session statistics

aggregation values for a session. Aggregation operations are of two types in this

system: averages or sums. Session statistics aggregates are computed by taking

the difference in values (delta values) of two consecutive snapshot statistics

resulting from poll cycles. The poll cycle is the process of sending messages to

the network elements and requesting accumulated statistics. The computation of

aggregates is performed only when statistics related to a session are collected in

two consecutive poll cycles. The computation of the delta values, performed by

the function described next, takes into consideration the existence of roll over of

the network element counters, which are not reset.

The “Stats_calculateDeltaWithRollover” function computes single delta values

for session statistics, subtracting the current value from the previous one.

Rollover between the two values is taken into consideration. So, if the current

value is smaller than the previous one, there was a rollover that happens when

the maximum of the counter is reached, and the counter returns to zero. In this

case, the delta value is computed by determining the difference between the

maximum and the previous value and adding the result to the current value.

The “Stats_performAllComponentsAgg” function performs session statistics

aggregation (sums and averages) per network component, using per session

statistics collected from the network, once every session depends on and uses a

set of network elements.
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The “Stats_performOneComponentAgg” function is responsible for retrieving

each aggregate of each network component , recalculating it with the last delta

value.

The “Stats_performAgg” function performs the aggregation either in two

distinct ways depending on the statistical attribute by computing a new weighted

average or simply by adding the new value to the existing one.

The “Stats_calculatePerSessionAggValue”  function calculates a per session

aggregate value. This computation is a weighted average, wherein the current

average is multiplied by the number of previous snapshots, added to the new

value and divided by the previous number of snapshots, plus one, generating a

new average.

The “Stats_performRemainingComponentsAgg” function controls the

execution of the aggregation carried out by the

“Stats_performOneComponentAgg” function by calling it until the aggregation of

every session per inroute, outroute, and network element is completed.

The structure of the above-described functions and their associations are

pictured in Figure 2.5.
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Chapter 3

The Problem Analysis and System Requirements

After studying the code of the current system, in order to understand the

problem and discuss it, three research alternatives were defined involving three

different architectures. As the study of the problem and software tools evolved, it

progressed to a unique architecture for three different alternatives. Some of the

reasons why only one architecture remained are explained next.

Following a systems engineering approach, to discard unpromising solutions,

the option of computing the deltas and rates after loading the network incoming

statistics on the database was discarded because it would clearly present an

undesired worse performance. Computing the deltas and rates when the network

statistics are in memory before loading them in the database is clearly better than

loading the raw statistics in the database then reading them back to memory in

order to compute the deltas and rates, finally storing the deltas and rates in the

database. After concluding that, the raw statistics (accumulators) would never be

used again after computing deltas and rates, this option was eliminated. Another

reason why the initial three different alternative architectures became one at the

end of the developed work is because it was found that time series cartridges, an

Oracle8 package, can use the same tables as the alternative of not using this

software at all.
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3.1 System Requirements

The minimal requirements to consider using any proposed system are

1. The system shall do the following in 15 minutes or less:

1.1. Compute all the deltas and traffic rates for all the 20 attributes of 1,300

session’s statistics.

1.2. Load the deltas and rates for each session into the database.

1.3. Perform the aggregation by network containment (Port, LIM, DPC,

Network), inroute and outroute.

1.4. Materialize the computed aggregates by writing them in database tables.

2. The system shall store the data in a format that allows a graphical user

interface (GUI) to provide updated reports or graphics of the network

resources utilization every 15 minutes.

3. The system shall support the storing of (temporal) aggregates for a long

period with different levels of granularity for network statistics, providing fine

data granularity for recent data and coarser data granularity for older data,

following an aging scheme.

4. The system shall handle huge quantities (at least gigabytes) of historical data.

5. The system shall be flexible to allow storage of data for new networks or

additional network elements with simple changes.

6. The system shall have SQL tools and allow their use to query the

summarized or non-summarized aggregates stored in a database.

7. The system shall provide SQL tools to list top ranked networks, network

elements, and sessions, etc.
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8. The system shall compute and store aggregates in all dimensions correctly.

3.2 Effectiveness Measures

According to systems engineering principles, effectiveness measures,

establish the criteria by which alternative designs will be judged. Effectiveness

measures are a small subset of the system requirements that are so important

that if they are not met the system fails, and if they are met, the system is

successful. Based on this result the set of effectiveness measures for the

researched system at hand were defined as the following:

EM1 - The system shall compute all the aggregates in all eleven levels correctly

and write them into the database for all the 1,300 sessions with 20 attributes

each in fifteen minutes or less.

EM2 - The system shall store the data in a format that allows the graphical user

interface to access it to provide updated reports or graphics every 15 minutes.

EM3 - The proposed system tools shall provide means to query the data without

requiring any programming.

EM4 - The system shall handle huge quantities (at least gigabytes) of current and

historical statistical data.

EM5 – The system shall be more flexible, providing more tools and functionality

than the current system.

EM6 – The system must be user-friendly.
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3.3 Expected Outputs

1. Efficient methods for the computation and storage of a large number of

aggregates of network elements, sessions, inroutes, and outroutes, across

network hierarchies and time.

2. A system with the capacity of handling a large number of aggregates, from a

variable set of networks, network elements, and sessions, defined by the

operators. This means a system with a flexible structure to handle new

networks with similar topology, network elements, sessions, inroutes, and

outroutes.

3. A set of tools that comes with Oracle8 Time Series Cartridges, a software

package, to query and manipulate the data.

4. A database of current and historical data, with different levels of granularity to

support network operation, network management, and planning.

5. Aggregates queries of the type: top 10 or top 20 only.

3.4 Sequential Build and Test Plan

1. Prepare Solaris 5.1 for Oracle8 installation.

2. Install Oracle8 Enterprise Edition (RDBMS), which includes PL/SQL.

3. Configure Oracle8.

4. Install Oracle8 Time Series Cartridges.

5. Configure time series cartridges package.

6. Define tables to store networks configuration according to the data diagram.

7. Define tables to store aggregates following the data diagram.
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8. Develop and test a program in C using Proc*C to generate simulated network

statistics, compute deltas, and per session rates, loading them into the

database. The program will have to generate a report with processing times

and rates at the end of the processing of each snapshot, which must be

recorded outside the database.

9. Create the database views, to perform the aggregation and views

materialization.

10. Develop and test a program using C and Pro*C to compute all the aggregates

and to store them in database tables, following the network configuration

stored in the configuration tables. After the computation and storage of

aggregates on each level, the processing time must be reported for

performance analysis and must be recorded outside the database.

11. Develop a set of programs that iterate running queries at pre-determined

intervals to simulate the load generated by operators and network managers,

computing response times of these queries for later analysis. As stated

above, the processing times and statistics related to the performance of these

programs must be written outside the database to minimize the distortion

caused by these operations on the final processing results.

12. Run loading, aggregation, and queries using the many different alternatives to

determine which is the best solution.

13. Run loading and aggregation tests without intervals to determine the limits for

loading and aggregation processes for the configuration used.

14. Test time series cartridges related functions.
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14.1. Define calendars table.

14.2. Define calendars.

14.3. Validate calendars.

14.3. Define metadata tables.

14.4. Define time series views.

14.5 Test time series functions.

15. Test eager versus lazy aggregates computation.

16. Analyze test results.

17. Prepare research presentation.

18. Prepare project (thesis) paper.
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Chapter 4

Architecture of the Proposed Solution

As mentioned before, a unique system design was defined for the three

alternatives, after the analysis of the problem as well as the software tools. The

three alternatives and the testing results, determining the best one, will be

presented in the next chapters. Figure 4.1 shows the proposed system

architecture.

Figure 4.1 – Architecture of the proposed solution
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The proposed system has a loading process, which generates simulated

network statistics, and loads them into the database. It also has an aggregation

process, which reads the loaded-per-session statistics and aggregates them by

network containment. To perform temporal (by time) aggregation two other

processes were developed, which are similar to the aggregation process

mentioned above. One uses standard queries, views, and views materialization,

and the other uses  time series cartridges functions, on views to perform the

aggregates scale-up, before storing them in materialized views. Independent of

that some time series cartridges functions were tested. A dozen programs to run

queries, simulating the load generated by the ten operators expected to be using

the database, were also developed and run. All these processes iterate for as

many times as specified at given time-intervals, generating statistics about

response times and other performance information. These processes

architecture and functionality, will be described in more detail in the next

chapters. Figure 4.2 shows the associations of the system processes.

Figure 4.2 – Network aggregates database system model
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C was the language of choice in developing the processes to be used in this

system, because among other reasons, it is deemed to be a suitable language

for this kind of application and has a very good performance record.

Figure 4.3 – Entity-relationship diagram of the system
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aggregates. The data diagram has a structure very similar to the entity-

relationship diagram, having a table for each entity. The data schema contains

tables for two main purposes. The first set of tables stores data describing the

network configuration and the other set stores session statistics and network

element aggregates. The writer will refer to the former tables as configuration

tables, and the later as aggregate tables.

Frequently, data warehouses use a star schema to represent

multidimensional data models. They have a central table called fact table, and

around it, the dimension tables. Herein, configuration tables play the role of the

fact table, and the aggregate tables, are the equivalent to dimension tables.

There are a total of ten configuration tables, eleven aggregate tables; in

addition, the session statistics table, which was named sessionstats. Besides,

the eleven aggregate tables mentioned above, a number of temporal aggregate

tables may be created, depending on the aging schema. To perform temporal

aggregation tests, nine aggregate tables were created to materialized data

derived from views. These tables are connected to the configuration tables as

are other aggregate tables. For temporal aggregation tests, no local or remote

network aggregate tables were created, only a network aggregate table.

There is a list of twenty attributes, common to any list of aggregates, not listed

in the entity-relationship diagram, to keep it to one page size and readable. The

list of attributes is referred to in this diagram as *20 STATISTICS and covers bit

rates, packet rates, transmission errors, and other network management

statistics.
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4.1 System Physical Model

From the entity-relationship diagram presented in Figure 4.3, the physical

data model is derived, having 10 configuration tables, 11 aggregate tables, plus

the table sessionstats.

Before discussing the physical design, some database technical terms must

be introduced:

• Row - any set of fields (or a line) in a table also known as a record.

• Primary key - one or more columns uniquely identifying any non-null row

of a table. When defined, the primary key does not allow the creation of a

second row with the same identification.

• Foreign key - one or more columns whose values are based on the

primary or candidate key values of another table. It is used to associate

the row or rows of one table to the row of the other, establishing a

relationship. When defined it checks the existence of the primary or

candidate key in the parent table to authorize the creation of a row with a

specific foreign key in the dependent table.

• Aggregates – are attributes of network elements computed by using SQL

aggregation functions and the group-by clause.

Here is the list of the physical tables of the system and their contents:

• NETWORKS – contains network ids.

• DPCS – contains the local DPC names. Each DPC is associated by

means of a foreign key (network_id) to its network.
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• LIMS – contains the network LIM numbers. Each LIM is connected to a

DPC by a foreign key, which, in this case, is the DPC number.

• PORTS - contains the port numbers. Again, each port is related to a DPC

and a LIM through a foreign key.

• REMOTES - is a table similar to the table DPCS containing remote

names. As for the DPCS tables, there is a foreign key, attaching each

remote to a specific network. The developed software may sometimes

name this table as RDPCS, and in that case, RDPCS is named as RLIMS.

• RDPCS - is the remote counterpart table of LIMS, containing the numbers

of the remote DPCs. Each one has a foreign key associating it to a

specific remote. The developed software may sometimes name this table

as RLIMS.

• RPORTS - is a table containing the list of existing remote ports and their

respective remotes and remote DPCs, which constitutes a foreign key,

pointing to the RDPCS table.

• SESSIONUMS – contains all valid session numbers and the respective

DPC, LIM, port, remote, remote DPC, and remote port.

By defining the tables with these foreign keys, the consistency of the network

configuration is assured. This way, the database does not allow a lower level

network element to be defined if the upper elements do not exist or are

incorrectly specified.

The table sessionstats, which receives network session statistics, uses a

foreign key to assure the session number of the session statistics loaded is valid.
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By assuring the validity of the session number, it can be sure that this data is

related to known network elements, and the network elements to which it relates

are known.

The session number is unique and is used to associate session statistics with

the right network elements, using the foreign keys and configuration information

stored in the table sessionums and the other configuration tables.

Each configuration table has one or more tables of aggregates associated

with it. These aggregates are related to the type of element the configuration

table describes. The aggregate tables contain, besides the twenty attribute

values, a valid foreign key, which connects each row to a valid network element

in the configuration table, plus a snapshot id. The foreign key to the configuration

table, plus the snapshot id, uniquely identifies each row of the aggregate tables.

The temporal aggregate tables rows are uniquely identified by the foreign key,

which connect them to the network elements, and a date, which can be one or

many fields, depending on the temporal aggregation model used.

At the top of this hierarchy, there is an aggregate table for the local

aggregates of networks and another table for the remote aggregates of networks.

These aggregates are then consolidated into one table, having aggregated

attributes by network.

The table sessiontstats, where session statistics coming from the network are

inserted, is at the bottom of this structure.
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As part of the temporal aggregation schema, to perform temporal aggregation

tests, one table for each element type was created, similar to the aggregate

tables, where daily aggregates were materialized.

4.2 Used Networks Configuration

Four network configurations are defined for the tests, named NET01, NET02,

NET03, and NET04. Table 4.1 lists the components of each network

configuration used on the alternatives testing and validation. Other configurations

were used to test system capacity limits and scalability of the proposed solution.

Table 4.1 – Networks configuration used

Network DPCs LIMs Ports Sessions Outroutes Inroutes Elements
Total

NET01 2 11 19 152 1 10 195

NET02 4 16 34 272 1 16 343

NET03 6 44 90 720 1 44 905

NET04 2 16 32 256 1 16 323

Total 14 87 175 1,400 4 86 1,766

The total number of sessions is 1,400. The networks have dissimilar

configurations deliberately to try to reflect real network configurations. Initially,

network configurations were defined for the tests with one session per port. This

type of configuration is not the same as the real world and resulted in longer

aggregation times, mainly due to generation of more disk I/O, which then became

a bottleneck. In the end, the same aggregation process was tested for a

configuration with eight sessions per port and the processing times were, as

expected, much smaller.
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Chapter 5

The Loading Process

The loading process was written in C and SQL Pro*C to generate simulated

session statistics, loading them into an Oracle8 database, reporting processing

times and database insertion rates after that. This information was used to

accomplish performance analysis to produce the tables and graphics presented

in this report. Usually the loading process iterates while running in the

background, generating statistics at pre-specified intervals and loading them into

the database.

Next, a complete description of the parameters and sections of the whole

process is attained.

5.1 Loading Process Parameters

The activity of the loading process is controlled by five different parameters,

which are read at the start. The parameters and their functions are

• Period – defines in minutes how often snapshots of session statistics

are generated. The default is 15 minutes.

• Records rate – determines the number of sessions per snapshot to be

generated. Default is 1,400 sessions per snapshot.

• Iterations – controls how many snapshots are to be generated before

resuming processing. Default is 96, which is the number of snapshots

for one day, when the period is 15 minutes.
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• Percent active - indicates the percentage of the total number of

sessions (records rate) that will have a record generated and loaded.

This simulates non-responding sessions. Default is 95%.

• Serial - This last parameter is used on tests of capacity limits, where the

interval is zero. It determines where the loading and aggregation

processes are run serially or in parallel. Zero indicates that both

processes will run simultaneously; one indicates that loading and

aggregation processes run sequentially, one after the other.

5.2 Loading Process Sections

After defining C and SQL (Pro*C) variables, the process allocates memory

pointers, which will be used to allocate and store session statistics in memory.

Then the process reads the control parameters, validates them, and allocates

memory sufficient to store statistics for all the specified number of sessions per

snapshot. After these operations, the process connects itself to the database,

using a database-defined user name, and a valid password. Next it initializes

time variables then prints the starting date and time.

It is at this point that the loop generating session statistics starts. Every time a

random variable, between 0 and 100, is higher than the percentage of sessions

active, the generation of the session record is omitted. The process uses random

functions, and some formulas trying to generate attribute values for the session

statistics, at least proportional to the real world. To simulate the processing load

of a real situation, per session statistics are accumulated in memory, the

opposite of what happens normally but requiring the same memory and
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processing power. After this operation, a session statistics row is inserted into the

database. Counters are updated and the generation of session statistics followed

by  insertion goes on, until the specified number of session statistics per

snapshot is reached. The insertions are committed to the database in batches,

according to the value of a variable used for that purpose.

After all the session statistics for a snapshot are generated, accumulated, and

loaded into the database, the snapshot id is stored into a table called

last_snapshot_loaded. However, before this insertion is performed, this table is

locked into an exclusive mode, and its content is checked. This operation is done

to determine if there is an aggregation process running to avoid having more

than one aggregation process active at any one time. Activation of more than one

aggregation process simultaneously causes resources contention, degrading the

performance of all active processes. This disposition results in many problems

and longer snapshot aggregations with chances of overloading the system,

starting processes that never end, as experienced during system tests.

Therefore, if this table has any substance (snapshot id) before inserting the

snapshot id of the last snapshot loaded, it means that an aggregation process

must be running, so there is no need to start a new one. On the other side, the

aggregation process re-starts itself aggregating and deleting snapshot ids from

this table, until all snapshots loaded are aggregated. The locking mechanism is

to assure the perfect synchronization of these two processes.

After the previous operation and as soon as the process disconnects itself

from the database, statistics related to this run are computed and printed, the
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locked table is released, and if appropriate, another aggregation process is

started. Then the loading process either enters a sleep state, waits for a started

aggregation process to end (for serial runs), or starts another snapshot session

statistics generation.

The last two sections of the loading process report statistics and handle SQL

errors, respectively.

The behavior diagram of this process is presented in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 – Loading-process behavior diagram
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Chapter 6

The Aggregation Processes

The network containment aggregation process, as well as the temporal

aggregation processes, were written in C and SQL Pro*C. It aggregates session

statistics by port, LAN interface module (LIM), data processing cluster (DPC),

and network by the local side. Also tested running in parallel, it is suggested

running the remote aggregation by remote port, remote data processing cluster,

remote, and network (remote side) after the end of the local aggregation. Then

computing inroute and outroute aggregates takes place before the local and

remote per network statistics are consolidated.

At the end of each aggregation, the processing time is computed and printed.

This information was the basis used to accomplish the process performance

analysis and to produce the tables and graphics presented later in this thesis.

The aggregation process is either activated by the loading process or restarted

by itself at the end, when there are snapshots already loaded, but not

aggregated.

Two temporal aggregation processes, very similar to the process just

described, were developed to test temporal aggregation. One of these processes

uses the time series cartridges package functions to perform the aggregation by

time, the other uses standard SQL functions. The main difference here is that the

first, uses a date type field and time series scale-up functions to accomplish

aggregation by time, the second uses independently defined fields for year,
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month, day, and hour in order to use the standard SQL group-by clause to

achieve the aggregation by time. Unlike the aggregation by network containment

process, these processes do not re-start themselves, since they are expected to

run, at most, once a day. As they do not run frequently, their performance is not

as critical. Meanwhile, two processes were developed using different tools to

compare and determine which one performs better.

The temporal aggregation processes to compute temporal aggregates use

aggregates of network elements computed previously, as the base data, for

performance reasons.

The aggregation process by network containment will be referred to as the

aggregation process, while the others will be referred to as temporal aggregation

processes.

6.1 Views and Views Materialization

In this research, a very practical approach involves bringing to life the solution

of real problems, using views and views materialization, described as “the most

important asset of the relational model,” as stated in “Materialized Views and

Data Warehouses” by Dr. Nick Roussopoulos.

Computation of aggregates in this system is based on views, and views

materialization.

Views are database objects in the form of queries that logically represent a

table. They do not have any stored data, and the data resulting from views is

derived from one or more physical tables that occupy their own storage and have

their own data. Many times, they are used as tables, but views have to derive the
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data they represent every time they are used. This situation requires doing the

same I/O and the same computations repeatedly, and when this happens

frequently, against the same data, lots of resources are used to perform the

same repetitive work, making them inefficient.

Views materialization overcomes the problem of redoing the same process,

reading the same data every time a view is referenced by storing the results of

the view processing in a real table. In some instances, materializing a view has

the drawback of taking storage space. In the case studied herein, the used space

becomes an advantage. As views are materialized, the data from whence this

summarized or aggregated data was derived can be deleted without loss of

information, although losing in granularity but saving disk space.

The aggregation processes described here materialize views by inserting the

results of queries run against these views into tables. The views are extensive

queries, using SQL aggregation functions, and the group-by clause to compute

the aggregates, which are then materialized, as they are inserted into tables.

SUM and AVG (average) are the most common SQL aggregation functions used

in this system to compute the aggregates of rows grouped by the SQL group-by

clause, achieving in this way the results of aggregation by network containment

or by time. The operation of taking attributes and performing computations in

conjunction with a group-by to derive the next level attribute values of coarser

granularity is called a roll-up or a scale-up.

Besides aggregating attributes by grouping tables’ rows and using

aggregation functions, the aggregation by network containment process based
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on views joins statistics of the previous network level with current network

configuration level data, producing the current level aggregates. The aggregation

processes use no parameters.

6.2 Aggregation Process Sections

The aggregation process begins by defining C and SQL (Proc*C)  variables.

Then the process connects itself to the database, using a database-defined user

name and a valid password, as does the loading process.

Consequently, the program selects the oldest snapshot id from the

last_snapshot_loaded table where the loading process inserts them after each

snapshot is loaded. As mentioned, the snapshot id is an integer representing the

data in seconds of the starting time of the generation of the session statistics for

that specific snapshot. Once the snapshot id is retrieved, the table

snapshot_to_agregate is cleaned, and it is inserted in this table. This table has

only one row, a unique column, which is the id of the snapshot being aggregated.

All the aggregation views refer to this table to identify the rows of the snapshot to

be aggregated and perform the aggregation by network element. To store the

snapshot id, a table was chosen to simplify and speed up the queries of the

aggregation views.

Next the process initializes time variables and prints the starting date and

time. What comes next is the insertion into aggregate tables of the aggregates

derived from the views, materializing them. As mentioned earlier, serial

aggregation is suggested. The aggregation process first performs the

aggregation by local port, LIM, DPC, and network. Then by remote port, remote
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DPC, remote, and network (remote side) by inroute and outroute. Finally, it

consolidates the local and remote per network aggregates by averaging them. At

the end of the aggregation by each network element, it reports the time spent

doing the aggregation.

Figure 6.1 – Aggregation process behavior diagram
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not to mention operators and other professionals’ time. From the

snapshot_to_aggregates table, the id of the last aggregated snapshot is then

deleted along with the last_snapshot_loaded table. Before committing all these

changes to the database, unlocking the last_snapshot_loaded table, and

disconnecting from the database, the existence of loaded snapshots not yet

aggregated is checked in the last_snapshot_loaded table.

After committing all these changes and unlocking the last_snapshot_loaded

table, the total aggregation time is computed and printed, and, if there are

snapshots loaded to be aggregated, another aggregation process is started

before resuming this process execution. The process is designed in this manner

to catch up on aggregation by network containment after a delay. A server

problem, a system congestion due to running daily or monthly temporal

aggregation, or system and database maintenance are examples of possible

causes for delaying the aggregation process.

As it happens in the loading process, the last section of the aggregation

process is the one that handles SQL errors. The behavior diagram of this

process is presented in Figure 6.1.

6.3 Temporal Aggregation Process Sections

The temporal aggregation processes developed are very similar to the

aggregation process, except that they do not use any auxiliary tables, since they

perform the aggregation by time, of all the contents of the network elements

aggregate tables. They were developed to provide examples of how aggregation
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by time can be accomplished, to test time series cartridges performance against

standard SQL tools, and to provide performance data for temporal aggregation.

The temporal aggregation process has to be refined to meet the aging

schema requirements, not clearly defined at the current time.

One suggestion is to break the aggregation by time in three independent

processes, started one at a time, after aggregation by network containment is

complete, at appropriate hours, probably soon after midnight. The suggestion to

break this process in three, is to reduce the chances of running containment and

temporal aggregation together. Therefore, the temporal aggregation should be

broken in local, remote, and routes plus network aggregation. In this manner, it

will be possible to run temporal aggregation in between aggregations by network

containment.
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Chapter 7

Development and Testing Environment

This research was developed using the following software: Solaris 2.6,

Oracle8 Enterprise Edition 8.0.5 (including Time Series Cartridges), C, Pro*C,

and embedded SQL. The hardware used was a Sun Workstation Ultra 10 with

a Sun Ultra5_10 sparc sun4u processor, 128 MB of RAM Memory, and one

disk. The disk has a practical capacity of approximately 50 I/Os per second,

depending on the characteristics of the I/O. One gigabyte of the disk space was

dedicated to the database, which was called Network Aggregates Database

System (NADS). NADS is the name also of the tablespace used. The allocated

SWAP area size occupies 217MB of disk space.

7.1 The OLAP Queries

To simulate the load and to test the response time of network management

data analysis queries, a set of processes was developed to try to emulate the

load of a real day-by-day network operation. As with the loading process, these

processes iterate at specified intervals of time for as many times as required,

according to a specified list of parameters. Still following the same track after

each run, these processes compute and report processing statistics of response

time and number of fetched rows. They were also developed in C and SQL

(Pro*C).
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The queries on these processes run always against the data of the last

snapshot aggregated. The id of that snapshot is retrieved from the table

last_snapshot_aggregated, instead of being derived every time it is required.

This reduces disk I/O, processing, and load in general, providing better

performance.

The on-line analysis processing (OLAP) queries, developed to simulate the

operator’s work, query top sessions, ports, LIMs, and DPCs. Four programs also

perform drill-downs from local and remote DPCs, down to LIMs, then to ports,

and some of them to sessions, selecting the DPCs within which a chosen

attribute has the highest rate or sum per session, and then choosing the network

element with highest value, for that attribute. The drill-down operation is the

reverse of a rollup or aggregation.

To compare the performance of queries against materialized views with

queries without using materialized views, a similar set of processes were

developed to generate the same output results, performing the aggregation each

time the queries were run. The results will be discussed later in the performance

issues and eager-versus-lazy computation of aggregates sections.

Next, a thorough description of the parameters and different sections of a

typical query process will be provided.

7.2 Typical OLAP Query Process

As with other processes, query processes begin by defining C and SQL

(Pro*C) areas and variables. For each class of network elements queried, a

different structure with different header fields and one attribute is defined. The
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header fields are the ones that vary according to the element type; the list of

attributes is common to all types. Following the definition of the data structures

and working variables, memory to store data fetched from the database is

dynamically allocated.

The next step is to connect the process to the database, using a valid

database user identification and a password.

These processes were designed to query any one of the twenty attributes

common to any network element, but one at a time. Therefore, after the

connection to the database, the process displays a list of the twenty attributes

available for queries, asking for three parameters:

• Interval – to determine how often the process (queries) will run.

• Number of iterations – which defines the number of iterations or how many

times the process will run.

• Attribute – a number from 1 to 20, corresponding to one of the attributes

on the displayed list.

After reading and validating the parameters, the processes select the correct

queries to query the right tables, retrieving the header fields and the chosen

attribute values.

The next operation these processes perform is to start a loop that runs for the

given number of iterations. Inside the loop in some cases, this process begins by

initializing variables like top DPC, top LIM, and top port. They are used to select

top network elements by any of the twenty attributes. Using a drill-down as an

example, what is usually done - and this can be done using other methods - is to
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compute a per session rate or attribute sum of each DPC. Then the one with the

higher per-session value is determined. The LIMs of these DPCs are then

queried, and the top one selected using the same method, doing the same for

port, finally querying and listing the top sessions of the top port. This way the

sessions that are responsible for the highest values of the chosen attribute can

be found.

Typically, the query text is copied to an SQL area in memory, and then a

cursor is prepared, declared, and opened. After this, the header of the query

report is printed before entering an insider loop, which fetches the rows selected

by the cursor from the database and then prints them on the report. In this loop, it

also computes the per session values of the specific attribute to determine the

uppermost LIMs, ports, or sessions. When the insider loop ends, the cursor is

closed, and another cursor is opened to perform the queries, retrieving data of

the uppermost network element on the next lower level, and the process goes

on. Other criteria can be used to select specific network element statistics,

depending on the needs.

A query simply looking for the top elements of a specific class of network

elements is completed by querying and sorting them in descending order, then

fetching from the top only as many as desired. SQL is not used to select the

uppermost elements because it would require more resources than simple

fetches. It is suggested to have this type of query pre-formatted, which will

provide better performance with lower use of resources, leaving it to the user to

write queries that are not as frequent and common.
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At the end of the query or drill-down response time information and number of

fetched rows is printed for performance analysis, and the process enters sleep

state until the running interval of time expires.

Once the query loop is run for as many iterations as required, the process

disconnects itself from the database and stops. As on any developed process, at

the end there is the section that handles SQL errors.

It was not the purpose of this research to test and use a graphical user

interface tool, and as it was not available, text reports were printed with the

results of the queries instead.

Figure 7.1 presents the behavior diagram of a typical query process,

developed for the purpose of this research.

Figure 7.1 – Typical query process behavior diagram
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7.3 OLAP Queries Set

A set of queries was put together to simulate operators, managers, and

network planners query load, and further to assess queries performance, either

using or not using materialized views. Table 7.1 lists the set and type of queries

used, running frequency of the queries in minutes, along with the number of runs

used to compute the average response times. The last column indicates that

queries were run in parallel (P) with loading and aggregation and incidentally with

one another. As in the real world, aggregation runs in sequence (S) and after the

loading process ends.

Table 7.1 – Set of queries used on tests, frequency, number of runs, and
type of processing

Process
Type

Frequency
(e.g. every
15 minutes)

Number
Of
Runs

Sequential
or Parallel
Processing

Loading 8 96 S*
Aggregation 8 96 S*
Queries:
Top Local DPCs 2 406 P
Top LIMs 5 162 P
Top Local Ports 5 162 P
Top Remotes 2 406 P
Top Remote DPCs 5 162 P
Top Remote Ports 5 162 P

Top 20 Inroutes 5 162 P
Top Outroutes 5 162 P
Top 20 Sessions 5 154 P
Drill Down by DPC, LIM, Port 5 162 P
Drill Down by DPC, LIM, Port, Session 8 101 P

* - Loading and Aggregation run in sequence, but both in parallel with queries.
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Top queries, when using materialized aggregates, extract data from one

table. Drill-downs perform a sequence of queries against many tables of

aggregates.

For the tests not using materialized views, the set of the queries used was the

same, but the data was aggregated by each query, every time it was run.

To gather the processing and response times while comparing the different

alternatives, they were run by processing the equivalent to one day of the

session statistics, which is equivalent to 96 snapshots. Loading and aggregation

were run every 8 minutes, instead of 15 to accelerate the collection of statistics.

This operation makes it harder than the system requirements, meaning that for a

real situation the results are expected to be even better, since queries running

together with the loading and aggregation processes happen less frequently.

Since the running frequency for the processes and the many queries are

different, more response times for those queries running more often were

gathered and used.

An average of 63 queries were run every 15 minutes, which means 4.2 single

queries per minute.
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Chapter 8

Options and Alternatives Analysis

Three basic alternatives were defined to compare their performance.

Variations of these alternatives were tested, and all the test results are presented

here.

The following is a description of main characteristics of the three alternatives,

which differ mainly by the type of tables used or by the combination of tables with

logging or nologging:

v Alternative 1

• Flat Relational Tables, which are referred to as Flat Tables.

• LOGGING – on the aggregate tables. This database option indicates

that objects creation and transactions against these objects will be

logged in the redo log files. Logging is useful mainly to undo

transactions not committed to the database, and to redo transactions

lost after a backup, made before these transactions were run, is

restored over the database to fix a problem.

v Alternative 2

• Index Organized Tables – also known as Index-Only Tables or IOT.

These tables are a new type of tables provided by Oracle8, having

very distinctive characteristics. They keep their data sorted by primary

key; all data is stored in the index as a standard Oracle B*-tree; no

additional indices can be created (only primary key unique indices are
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allowed). IOT requires a primary key constraint, and pseudo column

RowID cannot be selected. As indices are not kept separately, this

does happen for flat tables, disk space is saved, mainly when a good

part of the rows is part of the primary key.

• LOGGING – is mandatory because the nologging option is not yet

available for this type of table.

v Alternative 3

• Flat Relational Tables.

• NOLOGGING - Since restoring aggregate tables updates through log

files usually would be less efficient than re-aggregating them from the

base data stored in the sessionstats table; aggregate tables do not use

logging. The sessionstats uses logging because it receives the data

coming from the network, which is not recoverable from anywhere

else, the aggregate tables use nologging. This way, it was assured that

no unrecoverable data is lost, while reducing database overhead.

8.1 Best Versus Worst Case

Later in this chapter, graphical results of the tests will be used to prove, why

the Alternative 3 was found to be the best one. To make a best-versus-worst

case comparison, an alternative considered the worst was tested with

• Flat tables.

• Primary keys not clustered.

• Snapshot id as date type.

• Logging.
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• Sessionstats without primary key.

The results are in the graphs of Figure 8.1. The meaning of some of these

options, not explained until now, will soon be described.

Figure 8.1(a) – Averages of Best (left) versus worst case (right)

Figure 8.1(b) – Trend lines of best (left) versus worst case (right)
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previously defined, and the averages total is displayed. At the left side of Figure

8.1 (a) and (b), the graphs of the best alternative with the worst at the right are

shown. The trend charts clearly show that while the average times of the best

alternative tend to remain constant, the average times of the worst alternative

keep degrading steadily at a high rate.

8.2 Alternatives Standard Options

Some of the tested options were incorporated by all alternatives, once they

proved to be the best, to better compare the performance of the different

characteristics. The tests of some of the incorporated options are, most of the

times, presented as a variation of the same alternative to more clearly show the

difference in performance. The results presented in this section, except when

otherwise stated, were collected from 288 processed snapshots with

approximately 1,350 sessions each. Examples of options incorporated by all

alternatives are

• Definition of attribute precision as NUMBER (12,3), instead of simply as

FLOAT with 126 digits of precision – the default – was one of the first

changes applied to all aggregate tables, as well as to the table sessionstats,

which had its attributes defined as NUMBER (10,3). NUMBER data type

variables defined with this specific precision are still floating-point variables,

although with less accuracy, which takes less disk storage and computer

memory and requires also less computing power to operate them. NUMBER

(12,3) means the attribute has 12 digits of precision with three of them being

decimal places. This precision is considered good enough not to lose network
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management data accuracy. The precision reduces memory and storage

requirements by approximately half. The difference in performance was very

clear when testing the database with a configuration having one session per

port, which is not close to reality. Anyway, with a configuration of eight

sessions per port, more similar to the reality, it was observed, as shown on

Figure 8.2, a longer aggregation time, with the loading and aggregation time

clearly going up, affecting the scalability of the system. The charts in Figure

8.2 compare the Alternative 3 using the default FLOAT precision for

aggregate tables attributes, and sessionstats table, with NUMBER (12,3)

precision for aggregate tables, and NUMBER (10,3) for sessionstats table.

Figure 8.2 – Performance of Alternative 3 with attributes defined as
NUMBER(12,3) (left) and the default FLOAT (126 digits) (right)
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process was broken in two, one performing the aggregation by local

network elements containment, and the other performing the aggregation

by network containment of the remote network elements. At the end, the

local and remote results by network are consolidated. Once more, it was

clearer on the preliminary tests with a network configuration with one

session per port that performing local and remote aggregation in parallel

was much worse than when done serially. As it happened on the parallel

loading and aggregation tests, what is still clear on the tests with the last

network configuration with eight sessions per port is the steadily growing

loading and aggregation time. This demonstrates that doing local and

remote aggregation in parallel does not scale well. These tests were also

run as part of a set of tests to determine the maximum capacity of the

proposed solution. The charts in Figure 8.3 exhibit the results of the tests.

Figure 8.3 – Trend lines of serial local and remote aggregation (left) versus
parallel local and remote aggregation processing (right)
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having loading and aggregation running continuously without interval. This

procedure is part of the tests to determine the capacity limits of the

system. Again, the results were not as drastically different as the ones

observed in the tests with the network configuration having one session

per port. Therefore, the loading and aggregation time could be observed

growing uniformly, again demonstrating that this processing would not

scale as well, if such processing were possible. Figure 8.4 presents the

results of this operation. The total processing time for  serial processing is

slightly higher, due to introduced delays to synchronize the loading and

aggregation processes.

Figure 8.4 – Serial loading and aggregation results (left), parallel loading
and aggregation (middle), and total processing time (right)
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conclusion was impressive because it was known that when the

aggregation is done by network containment, it always processes the rows

of one specific snapshot. Therefore, placing this column as the first

column of the index, clusters all the data normally used during aggregation

by network containment, reading and writing it together. This procedure

makes the indices updates also easier. Figure 8.5 depicts the difference of

the indices tree structure, for both situations. In Figure 8.5(a), there is the

non-clustered indices, and in Figure 8.5(b), the clustered indices are

shown.

Figure 8.5(a) – Non-clustered indices

Figure 8.5(b) – Indices clustered by snapshot
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the best-versus-worst case that is presented in Figure 8.1, this option was

one of those used by the worst case. What makes it so unfavorable, is

first, its size (a long character type field), and second, the frequent

conversions required to compare it  to the desired snapshot  id, during the

aggregation of a specific snapshot. The snapshot id used is not only

shorter, nine digits, but is also an integer, which performs better on

comparison operations. Besides, this integer is still a date, the date the

snapshot loading into the database started in seconds, although as said it

is not defined on the tables as a date-type, but as an integer. The date,

using a date-type field, although not used by the aggregation process to

identify the rows of a specific snapshot to be aggregated, was maintained

because it is required for this purpose by a new package provided with

Oracle8, called time series cartridges. This package can be used to

perform temporal aggregations. Meanwhile, it was determined by this

research that time series cartridges package has performance problems to

accomplish massive data temporal aggregation using views and views

materialization. It performs reasonably well, aggregating one attribute at a

time of a limited number of rows, so it should be restricted to perform ad

hoc queries. Test results about this investigation are presented later on

this chapter.

• Sessionstats table with primary key – was clear after the initial tests that

the definition of a primary key, and consequently the creation of indices

was increasing the loading time by thirty percent or approximately three
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seconds. The increase in time was due to updates of the indices as the

insertion of session statistics was made on the table. Meanwhile, it was

later found that without indices on the sessionstats table, the average

aggregation time for the first day was, on average, six seconds higher,

and growing as the number of rows of the table sessionstats grew. This

led the researcher to the decision of incorporating the primary key for the

table sessionstats in all alternatives. Figure 8.6 shows the difference of

performance of the Alternative 3 by using or not using a primary key on

the table sessionstats.

Figure 8.6 – Alternative 3 loading and aggregation performance differences
when sessionstats table has no primary defined (left) and when it has a

primary key defined (right)
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fact clearly unfavorable. Figure 8.7 depicts the actual difference in

performance of Alternative 3, using the two types of tables.

Figure 8.7 – Loading and aggregation times using Flat Tables for networks
configuration data in the top two charts, and using IOT tables in the two

charts at the bottom
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aggregation times keep on growing  strongly. The trend was so clear and

steady that there was no need to run these tests for the usual 288

snapshots. On the top right side, a slight increase in aggregation and

loading time can be observed for the standard Alternative 3, when

processing snapshots with approximately 13,500 sessions. But it is

important to realize another important result this same chart shows: that

is, although there are ten times more sessions per snapshot, the total

processing time is not ten times the first. The scalability of Alternative 3 is

therefore proven.

• Aggregate tables without foreign keys – was also adopted as standard,

once their definition would not add value to the system, performing

redundant checking repeatedly.

8.3 Alternatives Comparison for the Actual Load

Alternative comparison is threefold: Loading process, aggregation process

performance, along with queries response time. In Figure 8.8, the top graphs

show the average processing and response times, as well as the averages total.

The lower charts of this figure show the trend lines of the same data. These lines

indicate the solution scalability, and it is clear that Alternative 3 is better than

Alternatives 1 and 2. On the graphics seen before, to determine loading and

aggregation capacity limits, where no queries were running, Alternative 1 seems

to have a similar performance,  if not better than Alternative 3. However, here, it

is easy to see how much better Alternative 3 is, than Alternative 1. The averages,

totaling 19.32 seconds in Alternative 3, compared with the 37.73 seconds of
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Alternative 1, says it all. However, this observation is worthwhile, showing  that

the aggregation time for Alternative 1, with queries running in parallel, is almost

three times the aggregation time of Alternative 3. Alternative 1 queries

processing time is also fifty percent longer. As can be noticed, Alternative 2 has a

comparable performance to Alternative 1 for loading and aggregation, but

increasingly worse on queries response time. As Alternative 2 has no data

separate from indices, it has the best loading performance of the three

alternatives. Alternative 3 is what is proposed as a solution for network

management data aggregation by network containment.

Figure 8.8 – Alternative 1, 2, and 3, loading, aggregation, and queries
averages, as well as averages total at the top; plus the trend lines at the

bottom charts for the same data
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The statistics presented in this section were gathered by loading and

aggregating 96 snapshots, while running the set of queries presented in Table

7.1 in Chapter 7. That table also shows the frequency and number of queries run

to assemble the results presented in Figure 8.8. Table 8.1 shows response times

of processes and queries. Only the response times for a subset of the query set

is shown. Response times of the queries by remote network elements, as the

configuration used is symmetric, are similar. This reason reflects why it is not

worth showing both. The overall average was obtained by adding the loading,

aggregation, and query average time dividing the total by 3.

Table 8.1 – Loading, aggregation, and query average response time

Average processing times in secondsProcess or query name

Alternative
1

Alternative
2

Alternative
3

Loading 9.10 8.75 9.15
Aggregation 28.45 28.73 10.05
Queries:
Top DPCs 0.00 0.03 0.01
Top LIMs 0.05 0.44 0.02
Top Ports 0.04 1.03 0.03

Top Sessions 0.59 2.68 0.44
Top Inroutes 0.04 0.43 0.03
Drill Down by DPC, LIM, Port 0.04 0.78 0.01
Drill Down by DPC, LIM, Port, Session 0.50 0.78 0.29

Overall Average 12.58 12.79 6.44
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8.4 Comparison of Alternatives Limits

The capacity limits of each alternative were determined, based on their hourly

loading and aggregation capacity. Loading is measured in megabytes per hour

and aggregation in session statistics per hour. No queries were run in parallel,

and there were no intervals between runs. The test results are based on 288

snapshots processing, each one having 1,350 session statistics to aggregate.

Figure 8.9 – Loading plus aggregation capacity limits of the configuration
used, for Alternative 1 (left), Alternative 2 (center), and Alternative 3 (right)

As already mentioned, Alternative 1, with logging, performs slightly better

than Alternative 3, but only when no queries are run in parallel. Alternative 3, as

can be seen, scales slightly better as aggregation time of Alternative 1 grows

faster. Alternative 2, using IOT tables, does not perform well. The analysis of the

reasons why IOT tables do not perform well is in the next section. Table 8.2

presents the numbers related to the statistics used to produce Figure 8.9 charts.

On Table 8.2, the first column has the process type and the corresponding

number of the Alternatives (1 to 3), column two has the average processing time

per snapshot, in column three there is the capacity limit for each option. Loading

capacity is expressed in megabytes per hour, and aggregation capacity is
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measured in sessions per hour. The number of snapshots processed and the

total number of session statistics processed comes next. The last two columns

indicate the type of tables used by each alternative, Flat (F) or IOT (I), and

whether LOGGING or NOLOGGING is used. *N, for Nologging means,

aggregate tables were defined with the NOLOGGING option, and sessionstats,

as well as the configuration tables are defined with LOGGING.

Table 8.2 - Maximum capacity - no intervals between runs, no queries,
serial loading, and aggregation processing

Process type
and

Alternative
number

Average
time per
snapshot

(secs)

MB or
sessions

per Hour

Number of
snapshots

Total
number of
sessions

processed

Flat or
IOT

tables

LOG
Or

NOLog

Loading 1 8.43 62MB 288 387,089 F L

Aggregation 1 9.55 269,110 288 387,089 F L
Loading 2 9.17 19MB 288 387,089 I L

Aggregation 2 49.14 82,980 288 387,089 I L
Loading 3 8.23 61MB 288 387,089 F N*

Aggregation 3 10.15 263,254 288 387,089 F N*

The capacity limits and aggregation rates achieved for the similar to actual

load are much higher than the minimum requirements of the project. The final

chapter will present the requirements compared to the achievements.

8.5 Alternative 3 Tests of Scale

To validate the capability of the proposed solution of handling network

statistics of tens of thousands or hundreds of thousands of sessions, Alternative

3 was run with a network configuration of 13,500 sessions, and the

corresponding network elements, as well as for a network configuration with
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135,000 sessions. As can be verified by the charts of Figure 8.10, the solution

not only scales well but also scales with economies of scale from the network

with a configuration for 1,350 sessions to the network with 13,500 sessions. The

economies of scale occur because on the bigger network configuration, there are

relatively more sessions per LIM, DPC, and network. From the configuration with

13,500 sessions to the configuration with 135,000 sessions, the loading and

aggregation process times are slightly higher then ten times, but less than one

hundred times the configuration with 1,350 sessions. Therefore, as can be seen

in the graphs, the total processing time does not go up significantly as the

snapshot session statistics are loaded, the aggregates computed and inserted

into the database. The loading and aggregation tests with 135,000 sessions per

snapshot were run until the database disk space was completely full, degrading

the performance. Consequently, the results, as can be seen, were good. This

indisputably proves the scalability of the proposed solution. Figure 8.10, on the

top, has graphs showing loading average in KB/h (Kilobytes per hour),

computation of aggregates in S/h (sessions per hour), and the total number of

sessions processed to derive these statistics for network configurations with

1,350, 13,500, and 135,000 sessions, from left to right. A trend line connecting

the number of handled sessions per hour gives a perspective of the scalability.

The bottom charts of Figure 8.10 show for the three configurations, the loading,

aggregation, and total trend lines. Due to limits of disk space, the number of

snapshots processed for each configuration was different. From left to right, 288

snapshots for the network configuration with 1,350 sessions, 96 snapshots for
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the network configuration with 13,500 sessions (in the middle), and  only 11

snapshots for the configuration with 135,000 sessions.

Figure 8.10 – Scalability of the proposed solution, from left to right network
configurations have 1,350, 13,500, and 135,000 sessions

8.6 Index-Only Tables Performance

Disregarding the fact that performance of IOT tables was surprisingly poor, it

can be explained. What can be concluded is that they do not perform well in the

problem to be solved. Besides expecting that their performance may be improved
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compared to flat tables is
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• As indices and data are stored together, a smaller quantity of index data is

stored per disk block.

• The aggregation process depends on indices to locate the snapshot

session statistics to be aggregated.

• Queries also need to use indices to locate the data to be read.

• In addition, data and indices are stored together. When indices are

needed alone, as in the two frequent cases mentioned above, more disk

blocks must be read to retrieve the same amount of indices.

• Requiring more disk I/O to retrieve the same amount of index data is

disastrous because disk I/O is the resource taking more time,

consequently, causing the biggest performance degradation in the system.

It is imperious to reduce I/O to the minimum to reach the best performance

of this system.

• Finally, as the data is stored in index format, the table rows have to be

reconstructed from the indices when they are read, causing additional

overhead.

Following a careful analysis and after observing the results presented in

Figure 8.7, shows the performance results of IOT tables storing networks

configuration data, it was concluded that IOT tables are definitely not a good fit

for this type of system with this kind of application.
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8.7 Temporal Aggregation

Temporal aggregation performance is not as critical as the performance of

aggregation by network containment, which aggregates statistics used in

continuously monitoring the network traffic and performance. It is not as critical

because temporal aggregation is expected to run sparsely. Once a day, or even

once a week to perform aggregation by day, once a month to perform monthly

aggregation, and so on. This is very different than running it every fifteen minutes

or less, as it needs to be  done for network containment aggregation.

Anyway, tests were run to perform aggregation by day using standard SQL

and time series cartridges. The option using standard SQL functions used

standard sum, and average functions plus group-by year, month, and day, which

were defined as independent fields. Time series cartridges used scale-up

functions of date type fields, plus sum and average functions. Both alternatives,

of course, used also network element ids to accomplish the temporal aggregation

by each network element or network. The same techniques used to perform the

aggregation by day, can be used to perform aggregation by the hour, month, and

year.

Six days of aggregates (576 snapshots with 1,350 sessions each) were used

to perform the computation and materialization of daily aggregates. The daily

aggregates of each network element class were derived from the aggregates

computed by the aggregation by network containment, of the same network

element class. It was observed that the aggregation time for the option using
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standard SQL grows linearly with the quantity of aggregated rows, while the

aggregation time for the option using time series cartridges grows exponentially.

Figure 8.11 – Temporal aggregation of six days of network aggregates
using standard SQL functions and time series cartridges

The aggregation by port, LIM, remote port, and remote LIM, and inroutes, using

time series cartridges, aggregating six days of data would never end. It would

require much more memory than the 128MB of RAM available on the testing

system configuration. The aggregation option using standard SQL, performs the

aggregation by day of the six days of data, in approximately eighteen minutes. If

ran daily it will not take more than three minutes to perform the daily aggregation

of attributes by port, LIM, DPC, remote port, remote DPC, remote, inroute,

outroute and network. If it is decided to run the process weekly it is suggested to

break it in three, local, remote, and inroute, outroute, and network aggregation.

Once it is broken in three, each one should be run at the end of the aggregation

by network containment process. In this manner, the temporal aggregation will
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not compete for resources with aggregation by network containment, running in

between them. Figure 8.11 shows some of the results. The columns going over

1,000 represent those aggregations that would never end. They were run for

more than twelve hours never ending.

It is obvious that, for big quantities of data, which is common in this kind of

application, using a schema that allows the use of standard SQL functions to

perform temporal aggregation is the only feasible solution.
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Chapter 9

Eager versus Lazy Aggregates Computation

Eager and lazy aggregates computation strategy is a technique introduced

and discussed by many specialized papers, some of which are mentioned in this

report and listed in the references. These two techniques are related to another

popular organization for summary data, and data warehouses, the data cube.

Presenting the aggregation dimensions, this work followed the popular data cube

multidimensional structure, which contains at each point an aggregate value.

Data cubes use a hierarchical organization, and the aggregates on the lower

levels of the hierarchy are used to compute aggregates with coarser granularity

at the higher levels.

It is to compute higher level aggregates with coarser granularity that one

of the two strategies, eager or lazy, has to be chosen. These strategies use

different approaches to compute the coarser aggregates.

The lazy strategy does not pre-compute aggregates, deriving them from

the cube base data, in this case sessions statistics, only when the aggregates

are referenced by a user. This means that if the same data is referenced by

many users or by the same user many times, the same reads, computations,

writes are repeatedly performed. While no disk space is permanently used to

materialize aggregates, once the results are not saved for future use, the base

data, with finer granularity and consequently bigger volume, has to be

maintained. It has to be maintained to generate the coarser aggregates as they
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are requested, and to keep the only existing information available about network

traffic and resources utilization, which often cannot be done for a period big

enough to satisfy, namely, network planning activities.

The eager strategy uses a different approach, pre-computing all the

aggregates up-front, materializing them by inserting them into real tables saved

onto a disk. This means the data is aggregated once for all operators, network

managers, and planners to use. When this strategy is deployed, the queries

against the higher network levels are very light and fast because the bulk of the

work was done in advance. The results obtained by this research prove that, on

average, the queries are eight times faster when using the eager-computation-of-

aggregates approach. Another very important aspect is that once the eager

strategy is used, there is no need to keep the base data to derive the coarser

aggregates, once they are already saved on disk. This leads to disk storage

savings with the ability to keep network management data, covering longer

periods.

The focus of this research was to prove, as was proven, that the eager

computation of aggregates can be used to derive the data cube for network

management data, using commercially available software. This project focused

on the practical aspects of the data cube implementation to materialize and store

network management data. It is realized that the materialization of the data cube

with eleven different planes, or levels, is completed in about ten seconds. It takes

less than twenty seconds to load and compute all the aggregates, using an eager
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strategy. This achievement makes it possible to gather network statistics often,

providing frequent updates by any of the eleven defined dimensions.

The bottom line is an efficient sharing of resources, and resources sharing

implies savings by reusing materialized aggregates. By sharing pre-processed

information, the reduced competition for resources leaves more system power

available, increasing the overall system capacity.

As network operations do not allow analysis of all the fine-grain data

generated by a big network, the eager approach provides the means to easily

control the higher network levels without losing the ability to drill-down and

perform a detailed analysis, when a problem or abnormality is detected on higher

levels.

A lazy approach requires the aggregation all the way up to control the higher

network levels, partly repeating the same aggregation operations to perform a

drill-down analysis, when a problem is detected.

Materialized views make queries processing simpler, faster, and lighter,

saving resources while optimizing network operations, management, and

planning. Figure 9.1 presents the results of comparing performance using eager

and lazy strategy for aggregates computation. On the top left side, there is the

averages of loading, aggregation, and queries of the eager approach. The chart

on the bottom left shows the average loading, and query time with the

aggregation time being zero for the lazy approach. A total of the averages is

shown on both graphs. On the right side, Figure 9.1 shows the total loading,

aggregation, and query time for a typical fifteen minutes period, as well as the
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total processing time of all of them. It evidently shows, that even for a load as

small as two queries of average complexity per minute, the total processing time

for the eager approach on the top right graph is much smaller. The benefits of

using an eager computation of aggregates only grows as the query rate

increases.

Figure 9.1 – Eager (top) versus lazy (bottom) aggregates computation

The results presented on Figure 9.1 were collected from processing 96

snapshots and a set of queries as defined on Table 7.1. The eager approach

used materialized views, while the lazy approach performed all the aggregate

computations every time a query was run. The query output generated was

similar; while the loading time for the lazy option is slightly better, the query

response time is eight times longer.
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A crucial advantage of the eager strategy over the lazy approach is the

capability provided by the eager strategy to implement easily an aging schema of

historical data, which is one of the proposals here.

9.1 An Aging Schema for Historical Data

Network planning without historical data would be an inaccurate divining

exercise, if possible at all. Long-term resources allocation cannot take advantage

of existing idle resources without using historical data. Therefore, network

planning, as well as an efficient long-term resources allocation, is highly

dependent on historical data. Nevertheless, there is no way to keep all detailed

network statistics related to a long period for a small to medium size network. To

solve the trade-off between the data that can be stored versus the data needed

an aging schema is proposed. The aging schema may assume different forms,

covering different periods with varied data granularity for each schema. The

aging schema ultimately will depend on the needs of the institution implementing

it. The initial aging schema, presented here, may cover very long periods. The

top network level statistics, that are equivalent to the top planes of the cube,

have coarser granularity. The lower and lower levels have finer and finer data

granularity covering shorter and shorter life spans. However, some managers

may need statistics with coarser granularity and longer life spans for the low-level

network elements on this research case ports and sessions. An aging schema

can address this and other needs. Any aging schema requires additional

aggregation by the time dimension, which is expected to be accomplished once a
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day or a week, plus once a month, etc.; in other words, the temporal aggregation

need not to be done so often.

The proposed aging schema maintains

• Data on the base level of the cube, in this case, session statistics for a

week. No further aggregation is required. Session statistics data is

dropped afterwards.

• On the next level, by port, the data is aggregated daily, from the already-

calculated aggregates (for every fifteen minutes) to hourly aggregates.

These aggregates are then kept for three months.

• LIM aggregates, are aggregated once a day to daily granularity, from

previously computed LIM aggregates and stored for one year.

• For the DPC level, the proposal is to use LIM daily aggregates to calculate

monthly DPC aggregates, once a month, keeping them for five years.

• On the top level, the network level, monthly network aggregates are

computed from monthly DPC aggregates, once a month, and stored for

the life span of the network or more.

• Per snapshot aggregates at all levels are maintained for a week, then

dropped.

• Please note that the researcher sometimes suggests using previous level

aggregates to compute the coarser aggregates of the current level, to

reduce the quantity of data read and processed.

This schema reduces the data to a minimum, while maintaining information

on all levels with different granularities. This proposal fits those situations where,
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after some time has passed, the network lower level detailed data loses

importance. Figure 9.2 depicts the proposed aging schema, showing that

although covering a shorter period, detailed data is more voluminous.

Figure 9.2 – Proposed network management data aging schema

Depending on the requirements, successive temporal aggregations can be

performed at all levels, if it is important to keep a historic record for the lower

network elements also. This option has to be treated in a case-by-case basis;

nevertheless, the suggestion here is to keep not hourly aggregates but daily

aggregates minimum, average,  maximum, and the variance. This method is a

sure-fire approach to avoid heavy processing and at the same time, bulky data

storage.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions and Future Work

The competition to provide network services is becoming fiercer among

telecommunications businesses with larger and larger investments. Resource

allocation of high bandwidth networks, as well as network planning and

management, must be further developed. This research proves that data cube

techniques, using views and views materialization, can be used to compute,

manipulate, and efficiently store current and historical network aggregates, which

are of primary importance to achieve higher stages of development in these

areas.

It is also proven that using an eager approach for computation of  aggregates

is a better strategy for this kind of application than the lazy approach, and this

can be done using Oracle8database software.

Finally, this study demonstrates that the proposed solution of using flat

relational tables, primary keys clustered on sessionstats, and aggregate tables;

furthermore, using snapshot ids as integers and nologging for the aggregate

tables, not only is a solution, but it is a solution that performs and scales

proficiently very well.

All the basic requirements of the project were met. A list of effectiveness

measures follows in order to compare what was required to accomplished

results.
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10.1 Requirements and Achievements

EM1 - The system shall compute all aggregates at all eleven levels correctly and

write them into the database for all the 1,300 sessions with 20 attributes each in

fifteen minutes or less.

The system involves  loading the session statistics and computing the

aggregates correctly at all nine levels, for 1,300 sessions with 20 attributes each,

and storing them into the database in 19.2 seconds. Figure 10.1 depicts goals

versus achievements in a graphical format.

Sixty thousand sessions can be processed by this system in up to fifteen

minutes.

Figure 10.1 – In the left chart there is time available (in seconds), used, in
the right it has processing requirements in number of sessions, for every

fifteen minutes, and what was achieved

EM2 - The system shall store the data in a format that allows the graphical user

interface to access them and provide updated reports or graphics every 15
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Data is stored in the database in a format readable by queries and is

consequently readable by a graphical user interface. Updated reports and

graphics may be provided every fifteen minutes.

EM3 - The proposed system tools shall provide means to query the data without

requiring any programming.

All the database standard tools, including SQL, are available to query the

data. Specifically, all the standard Oracle8 tools plus times series cartridges are

at hand.

EM4 - The system shall handle huge quantities (at least gigabytes) of current and

historical statistical data.

Oracle8 database can handle databases with terabytes of data. The tests

prove that up to 61MB of statistics can be loaded and aggregated by the system

in up to fifteen minutes.

EM5 – The system shall be more flexible, providing more tools and functionality

than the current system.

The system has more flexibility than the current system and provides more

tools, e.g., standard SQL tools, time series cartridges, and aging capabilities.

EM6 – The system must be user-friendly.

The system is simple and has the entire modern user-friendly tools provided

by  Oracle8 software.
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10.2 Potential Performance Improvements

Potential improvements of the presented results may be achieved by

investing in the following areas:

v Disks:

• Disks with independent paths

• Faster disks

• More cache memory

• Disks exchangeable on the fly are strongly recommended for this type

of application.

v Processing unit:

• More RAM memory

• More processing power.

v Database software:

• Reconfiguration, separating in different disks with different paths, data

extents, software extents, and log

• Reconfigure the database to use a bigger database page size, which is

highly recommended for data warehouse systems.

v With more powerful configurations, especially with more than one processor

and multi-disk-paths, local and remote aggregation in parallel shall be

considered.
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10.3 Innovative Concepts and Future Work

It is clear to the writer that network planning needs are growing and

increasing in importance. Therefore, what is proposed here is the creation of a

new functional area on the ISO model for network management, and this area is

network planning. Network planning will go beyond network management by

performing network resources administration and allocation not for the next

minute, not for the next hour, but for the next month, the next year, and years to

come.

The proposed historical data model is a tool that makes it possible to gather

data not only to be used in resource allocation but also to forecast their

exhaustion and the need for more or to add more capacity to the existing

resources. What has recently been often mentioned as a requirement of the

modern network management policies is a  proactive network management, to

the extent possible, minimizing the requirements, urgencies, and emergencies of

the reactive network management.

Some research was conducted to discover the best methods and techniques

to perform temporal aggregation, but they need additional development to refine

and complete the optimal aging schema. Part of the aging schema is deleting

undesired data, which performance will depend on the model used. From the

results observed during the course of this research, conclusions infer that the

best strategy is to develop a model in which data cleaning is based on dropping

tables of unnecessary data and creating new empty tables, rather than deleting

specific rows from the tables, whenever possible.
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Implementing a data cleaning schema based on table profiles defined in a

table in the database, which would hold maintenance information such as how

many snapshots or how long data should be maintained in each table, is

probably a sound idea worth pursuing, implementing, and testing. Such a plan

would support a self-maintained database for historical data. A spinning circular

database with new data coming in and aged data going out would probably be a

well-founded abstraction of such a database.
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